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539 Six Dishes, A Whole Chicken Banquet 

Su Yanyu shivered with fright. “I won’t eat for free.” 

At the thought that Liu Yuanyuan was a snake, he could not help but feel terrified. 

Liu Yuanyuan narrowed her eyes. “Are you afraid of me?” 

Su Yanyu gulped. “I, I, I’m not…” 

The fact that he was stammering said it all. 

Liu Yuanyuan chuckled. Her pupils turned vertical as she stared at Su Yanyu coldly. Su Yanyu 

immediately stopped moving. 

Liu Yuanyuan threatened him. “If you don’t work hard, I’ll eat you in one bite.” 

Su Yanyu wanted to cry. He quickly got down to removing the feathers in all seriousness. 

Liu Sanniang was chopping chicken nuggets. Hearing that Liu Yuanyuan was scaring Su Yanyu, she 

stopped. “Young Marquis Su, don’t be afraid. She’s just scaring you.” 

Liu Yuanyuan cultivated the Immortal Dao, so she wouldn’t let her hands be stained with human blood. 

She was already a house spirit of the Liu family, and Su Yanyu was familiar with Liu Sanniang, so it was 

nearly impossible for her to kill Su Yanyu. 

Su Yanyu was overjoyed, but when he looked up, he saw Liu Yuanyuan sticking out her tongue at him. 

His body immediately stiffened… 

Liu Sanniang made six dishes of chicken, and the rich fragrance made people drool. 

Liu Yuanyuan helped carry the food to the table and went to scoop rice for Liu Sanniang and Chu Yan. 

Chu Yan looked at Liu Sanniang with extreme gentleness in his eyes. He said in a low voice, “Have some 

soup first.” 

Hearing Chu Yan ask Liu Sanniang to pick up the soup first, Su Yanyu was about to scoop the soup for her 

when Liu Yuanyuan quickly took away the empty bowl and spoon. 

Su Yanyu was speechless. 

She didn’t give him a chance to serve his idol, Liu Sanniang. 

Liu Yuanyuan scooped a bowl of soup and handed it to Liu Sanniang. “Venerable Liu, have some soup.” 

She scooped another bowl of soup for Chu Yan. “Have some soup too, Venerable Chu.” 

Su Yanyu touched his nose awkwardly. “If I can eat Miss Liu’s food every time, I’m willing to be Miss Liu’s 

servant.” 

As soon as he said that, he was embarrassed by his own shameless words. 

Liu Yuanyuan glanced at Su Yanyu with a dangerous gaze. “You want to snatch my job?” 



Su Yanyu was instantly terrified. “No, no… I just feel that you can’t handle it alone and want to share 

your burden.” 

After saying that, Su Yanyu did not dare to look at Liu Yuanyuan. 

Liu Sanniang picked up a drumstick for Liu Yuanyuan. “Don’t scare Young Marquis Su.” 

Liu Yuanyuan smiled. “I’m just joking with him. He doesn’t have a sense of humor at all.” 

Su Yanyu looked at Liu Sanniang gratefully, wishing he could marry her. As expected, Miss Liu still had 

him in her heart and was speaking up for him. 

Outside the inn, the foxes squatting in the corner didn’t have a good time. 

“Miss, this smell is too torturous. We can’t withstand it.” 

The foxes had been drooling since Liu Sanniang started cooking. They leaned against the window and 

looked in. They watched as Liu Sanniang handled the food skillfully and prepared several chicken dishes. 

Previously, Hu Yu felt that she had been exaggerating. How good could a young girl be good at cooking? 

Now that she smelt and saw it with her own eyes, she wished she could pounce on that chicken dish. 

Hu Yu couldn’t bear to see them suffer. She said, “You guys can leave first. I’ll keep an eye on this place 

myself. I can tolerate it.” 

The foxes were relieved. It was simply a torture that they could only smell the food but not eat it. After 

receiving the order, they immediately scurried away. 

Hu Yu leaned against the window and drooled. Seeing how happily Liu Sanniang and the others were 

eating, she also wanted to try it. 

However, she had been cultivating for nearly 300 years after all and was quite resistant to temptation. 

It didn’t take a genius to figure out why the chicken feast was held. This was definitely a scheme. The 

snake must have known that she was here long ago, so this fragrant chicken was just a trap to lure her. 

Perhaps the food was not fragrant at all. It might even be poisonous. 

However, she wasn’t afraid even if the food was poisonous. When they were done eating, she would 

sneak in and secretly eat some. Anyway, there was so much food and they couldn’t finish it all. 

Hu Yu waited and waited. Liu Sanniang and the others stopped eating, but that snake was still 

demolishing the chicken… 

Seeing that all the chicken was finished, Hu Yu stomped her feet in anger and scratched the wall, 

instantly leaving a deep scratch on it. 

Hu Yu ran away angrily. Only then did Liu Yuanyuan put down her bowl and chopsticks and burp. She 

said to the dumbfounded Su Yanyu, “Why are you looking at me like this? Have you never seen a girl 

eat?” 

Su Yanyu cleaned up the dishes. He had seen a girl eating but not a snake. 



At night, Liu Sanniang began to prepare the fish feast again. 

Hu Yu leaned against the window and snorted. She hated eating fish the most… 

Was she thinking too much this morning? Wasn’t the chicken feast a scheme? 

Liu Yuanyuan scraped the fish scales, Su Yanyu washed the fish, Chu Yan started the fire, and Liu 

Sanniang cooked. 

The fragrance filled the air. 

During the meal, Liu Yuanyuan asked. “Venerable Liu, what are we eating tomorrow?” 

Liu Sanniang smiled. “Let’s make a duck feast.” 

Liu Yuanyuan cheered and looked at Chu Yan enviously. “Venerable Chu, Why are you so lucky? All the 

men in the world are jealous of you.” 

Chu Yan smiled and looked at Liu Sanniang. “It’s fate.” 

How helpless and infuriating. 

Hu Yu, who was drooling standing near the window, was so angry that she felt a lump in her throat. She 

swallowed her saliva and convinced herself that the food must taste awful. 

 


